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For the love of the land…
JAMIE PURINTON, RLA LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT, ANCRAM, NY

By Christine Bates
christine@mainstreetmag.com

At Cornell Agricultural School, I
majored in organic vegetable gardening. I met my first landscape architect
Jamie gave me a cup of lemon verbena in my 20s and realized that landscape
tea and a piece of apple pie made by
architecture combined my many
her husband when I visited her home
interests including environmental scioffice/studio in Ancram, NY. It was the ence, farming, building, and art.
wrong time of the year to appreciate the
In the mid-80s, I started the threelandscape that surrounds her home as I year masters program in landscape
learned about her design philosophy and architecture at SUNY ESF. After
landscape business.
graduating I found a job working in
a landscape architecture firm in New
What does RLA stand for?
York City. And then another job manRLA means Registered Landscape Ar- aging design and construction projects
chitect. To become a registered land- for the Department of Cultural Affairs
scape architect you must complete a
for the zoos, museums, and gardens
degree at a certified school and work of New York City. Then I passed my
for seven years under the supervision license in 1992.
of a registered landscape architect.
There is so much to learn from others What do landscape architects
do? How do you charge for your
and it is great to be thrown early on
“into the thick of it” under the super- services?
vision of an experienced professional. Landscape architecture is a broad
When your internship time is com- field; you can work on public parks,
plete candidates have to pass a three- playgrounds, housing developments,
day exam with an emphasis on public city streets, or private properties. For
private properties we can help clients
and environmental health, safety,
and welfare. You also need to take 12 select suitable property and work
credit hours of coursework every year through the whole process of siting
the house and driveway, walkways,
to keep your license. The education
includes some site engineering such as stone walls, drainage, plantings, trails
grading and drainage, material struc- – everything related to the land.
Once I understand the scope of the
ture, handicap access, soil science, and
work I prepare a design fee proposal
environmental protection. Having a
license is not an indication of talent; it that is based upon hourly rates. The
just shows you have a base of knowl- implementation of the plan may take
years depending upon how the client
edge.
wants to phase costs. We go through a
process of estimating and bidding and
How did you become a landscape architect?
tuning the design to their budget.
I grew up in an environmentallyWe also discuss investments that
minded family in Newbury, MA, and would or would not help resale value,
spent time early on identifying plants if their property is not considered
in our back woods. At age eight, I was their forever home. Pools are the
photographing pollution in the local classic example of an investment you
Parker River and gathering friends to may not completely get back if you
pick up litter. My dad taught me to
sell the property, on the other hand,
garden and then I made money as a
road privacy screens are an example
teen tending neighbors’ gardens.
of something that definitely increases
In high school I studied the plant
property value.
and animal life in the salt marshes
I like to set my fees so clients can
and worked at a passive solar building afford to keep me involved during
school in Maine.
construction and over the long-term
development of their landscape.

Where do you look for
inspiration?

Everywhere. Today I stopped to
photograph and stand under that very
old sycamore on Route 83 in Pine
Plains, NY. I also stop to photograph
gates and fences, trees, parking areas,
stonework, or a field of little bluestem
in search of examples to show my
clients.
And wild places, if we are creating
a place to have a mountaintop feel,
we visit mountaintops or for a rain
garden we find natural wet meadows.
Books are also an inspiration.
Claudia West’s new book Planting in a
Post Wild World is fantastic. And Larry
Weaner’s new book Garden Revolution is a great source of information.
The Ecological Landscape Alliance
has great conferences and classes. And
I visit gardens through the Garden
Conservancy Open Days and other
public gardens. After seeing the bluegrey seed heads on a slender mountain
mint last week at the NYBG native
garden, they were added to a planting
plan that I have.

Above: Jamie
Purinton has a love
of the land and its
landscape. Photo by
B. Docktor.
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What’s most difficult for you?

Time management. Balancing work
demands with personal time for
home, friends, my own garden, and
music. It has taken me awhile to learn
to say no, especially to good projects
and great people, if I can’t fit them in
my schedule. Plus too much electronic communication does interrupt
productivity.
What do you do all winter?

This is a busy and important time
of year. I have four or five months
to accomplish a lot. Look here’s my
schedule for December – everything
that has to be done. Complete designs
and plant lists, bidding and estimates
so everything is ready in advance for
the busy spring construction season.
And I am hoping for some quiet days
to organize files and photographs.
How is working on a public
space different than for a
private client?

When you are working in a public
space you need to listen to many more
voices, consider multiple perspectives,
find common interests and consider
health welfare and safety concerns,
as well as tight budgets. The benefit
to working in a public space is that
you are thinking about educational
opportunities and creating a landscape
that may serve as a model. A lot more

design time, critical thinking and
planning goes into the public projects.
It ups your game and stretches your
skills.
Who are your clients? How
much are they involved with the
process?

Since I started my practice in Columbia County, NY, in 1998, I’ve worked
with over 300 property owners doing
either one-time consultations or
comprehensive site plans. Sometimes
they have spent a lot of money on
past landscaping but are not happy
with the results. They usually don’t
want a suburban look. They typically
appreciate environmental concerns
and being good stewards of their land.
Often it is their first country home so
they are eager to learn.
Client involvement varies depending upon their interest and availability. It is important that they communicate what they want, understand the
options and prioritize what is most
important or most valuable to them.
A major part of my job during construction is to communicate progress
and decisions along the way since
many clients are not around during
the week to check in on progress. The
clients who garden are typically very
involved in the garden details and
plant choices. For all the projects,
we typically take the time to go see
other properties
and get a sense of
style and detail.
So we may tour
area pools or go
see stonewalls or
plantings at various locations.

Above: The meadow garden designed by Jamie Purinton planted by Garden Tenders
at the Sternberg house requires no lawn mower or watering. Below, left: Hillsdale vinecovered pergola by Bill Stratton and Tad Higgins, gardens installed by Garden Tenders,
design by Jamie Purinton. Photos courtesy of Jamie Purinton.

and more. Dutchess County Soil and
Water provides a natural resource map
of your parcel for a very small fee.
And I spend a lot of time on their site.
Throughout the development of a
comprehensive plan I would typically
make 20 or more site visits at different
times of day and through different
seasons. And for some properties,
where I have been working for more
than ten years, I have been to the site
hundreds of times.
Do you use only native plants?

No, but it is a primary focus and I am
dedicated to learning about the plants
that are native to our area and sustain
native birds and insects. For some
properties, plant biologists from Hudsonia or Farmscape Ecology help me
to prepare surveys of the lesser-known
plants on the site. By bringing in a
plant biologist you may learn about
the particular sedges along your pond
edges or which of the many native
golden rods are growing in your fields.
How do you
Supporting the ecological relationunderstand the ships between native plant communisoil, topograties and the insects or animals they
phy, and the
support is so important to the health
light of a sight?
of our ecosystem.
There are some
In Ancram our Conservation Advigreat online map sory Council has nearly finished a bioresources where
diversity habitat map for our town’s
you can call up
28,000 acres. With help from Huda parcel and get
sonia we have mapped vernal pools,
layered data on
calcareous fens, hardwood swamps,
topography, coun- and other habitats and learned about
ty soil surveys,
the awesome biodiversity of native
protected wetplants associated with these habitats.
lands and waters,
Although there are many ecological

reasons to use native plants, there are
also aesthetic reasons. By using plants
naturally occurring on your site, you
connect the area around your house
to the greater surroundings. On the
other hand, an exotic Colorado blue
spruce, weeping cherry, or a red leafed
maple tree can create a real visual
disconnect since they do not look
naturally occurring at all.
There are many specialty native
oriented wholesale nurseries and
winter is a great time to order. We do
have some local retail nurseries like
Whalen Nurseries, Wards, Windy
Hill, Maple Lane, and Story’s Nursery.
The gardeners that I work with, like
Garden Tenders, devote a lot of time
to finding and ordering plants from
many sources.
Are you involved with garden
maintenance going forward?

Yes, many design decisions are made
in the ongoing maintenance of the
garden and being part of that is an
opportunity to fine-tune the design.
Our medium is ever changing and
growing, so being involved over the
long term makes for the best work.
How important is hardscaping?

Stonework is key to establishing a
design framework, creating grades
that make a site accessible, and setting
Continued on next page …
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where they swung as a child or the
smell of lilacs in the spring reminds
them of a family member who has
passed. The old site of a sugar shack
What are some examples of
could become a new location for a fire
cost-effective solutions?
circle. The history and the family stoPaying attention to the virtues of your ries provide great clues and direction
specific site, using materials from the for design ideas and help you decide
location – like the stone from the
what is worth saving and how to make
foundation dig, minimizing import of changes.
soil, protecting the existing soil and
trees during construction, creating
These site plan drawings are
natural drainage systems and revealing beautiful. Don’t you use a
computer?
what you have before adding more
is cost effective and environmentally I spend way too much time already
sensitive. Make it known if something on the computer doing proposals,
schedules, emailing. I am still doing
is too costly or inappropriate – like
it the old way, drawing with a pencil
a tennis court on a steep slope or an
orchard when the natural soil condi- by hand on a drafting table, scanning
sketches, and going to the printers. I
tions are too shallow or droughty. If
you want a pond, my advice is to dig am attached to drawing with a pencil
a deep test hole and watch the water and eraser as a way of contemplating
level over a period of a year to check and working through ideas.
the viability before going through the
expense of digging. I’ve had customers How do you market yourself?
who saved a lot of money by creating Is your website important?
Following your passion and connecta swimming pond instead of coning to a community of people with
structing a pool.
shared interests helps build your
Explain how the history of a site knowledge and business. Relationships with the Berkshire Mycois important to the design?
logical Society members, the Ancram
Good question and an important
topic. The importance of a site’s his- Conservation Advisory Councils, the
Mountain Top Arboretum, the Cotory was the focus of my first book
with Matt Potteiger called Landscape lumbia Land Conservancy, Hudsonia,
Narratives, Design Practices for Telling and Farmscape Ecology have all benStories. The ecology, geology, human efitted me personally and professionally. Having gardens on tour, giving
activity, and stories that take place
in a landscape shape the form, spirit, talks and writing all help to build my
and qualities of a place. Asking, “what reputation and attract environmentally-minded clients.
happened here ecologically and culZen Point Media developed my
turally?” can lead to design ideas that
website, which has been a great help;
are uniquely formed to a particular
when people contact me they already
place.
For an outdoor classroom at Moun- have a sense of my style and approach.
Plus when you put together a website
tain Top Arboretum in Tannersville,
it forces you to critically evaluate your
NY, we wanted to tell the geological
stories of large rocks moved by glacier work, sort through your portfolio and
action over many miles. So the stones focus on the kind of work you want
to attract.
were placed in a way to help convey
that story. Or a family who has lived
on a farm for multiple generations has What differentiates you from
all kinds of valuable associations with other landscape architects?
My focus is on our regional ecology,
the landscape. An old maple may be
my active involvement from schematic design through the long-term
maintenance of a property, and my
choice to keep within a short radius
are fairly unique. My projects are
rarely further than 30 minutes driving
a style, whether it is formal, rustic or
agricultural. Typically it is the first
construction task.
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Above: A final plan for a landscape, hand-drawn by Jamie Purinton. Permission to
reprint by Garden Design Magazine.

time so I can easily make site visits to
measure something, test design ideas,
or check on the progress of a job.
Being there throughout construction
to make decisions with contractors
is a huge priority. If you are traveling from New York City or afar it is
difficult to be responsive to meeting
contractors whose schedules change
with the weather or to be willing to
show up for a 15-minute check with
little notice.
Not having a big overhead and
working in a home office helps keep
my rates more affordable. It is all
about creating a landscape that the
homeowner and the whole team is
proud of.

What are the mistakes that
people make when they design
their own gardens?

A common error is buying individually attractive plants that don’t add up
to making a great plant palette that’s
well suited for their site. Plants belong
to communities or have associates, so
when you put a plant associated with
a wetland next to plant associated
with a dry rocky slope it can feel like a
mish mash.
Also people tend to add landscape
elements or plants without having an
integrated plan or framework.
Sometimes people have invested in
a lot of plantings or stonework but are
unhappy with having created a suburban look. It’s difficult, but sometimes
What about the business side of removing what you have planted may
be a move in the right direction.
your business?
I keep monthly task sheets in order
to organize my schedule of work and Do you see evidence of climate
priorities and to help make sure I can change in your work?
manage my commitments. Each time Farmers, gardeners, and growers all
you say “yes” or “no” to a project it is see our climate changing. The woolly
part of an evolving plan since projects adelgid insects, which are killing the
typically take many years to come to hemlocks, and the spread of ticks, as
well as invasive plants, are a result of
fruition. I’ve always loved math so
a warmer climate. The extreme varinumber crunching is not a chore.
ability of temperatures and precipitation – dry one year, flooding the next
What is the most unusual request you’ve had from a client? – strains all plants. •
I can’t recall being surprised by an
unusual request lately. We spend the To learn more about Jamie Purinton and her
of work, you can visit her website at www.
time throughout the process consider- body
jamiepurinton.com.
ing particular unique wishes and fears.
One customer deeply loves squirrels
and wants to plant oaks, some people
don’t want flowers that attract bees
so we use ferns or grasses, and some
homeowners don’t want to own a
lawn mower so we plant thyme. It is
their home so we consider it all.

